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Abstract—The review cycle for papers takes way too long in
many disciplines. The problem is that while authors want to
have their own papers reviewed fast, that are often unwilling
to review the papers of others in a timely manner. This paper
explores what would be required to incentivize fast reviews using
a public reputation/scoring system that exploits the fact that the
referees are drawn from the same pool as paper authors. The
challenge in maintaining a public reputation system is to ensure
that the identity of referees remain as anonymous as possible. A
model is proposed in this work, wherein authors have an incentive
to commit to reviewing papers and are rewarded for meeting
this commitment in a manner that prioritizes their own papers
for reviews. This ensures stability (bounded reviewing delays)
for all fair contributors while freeloaders face a potentially
unstable system. A naive implementation of the scoring system,
however, leaks information that would allow authors to infer the
likely identities of their referees. A distortion to the observed
public score process is then studied, which is shown to enhance
anonymity while preserving the incentives for timely refereeing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With possible competition from the lack of good parking
spaces1 , the number one complaint of many researchers is that
papers take an unreasonably long time to get fairly reviewed.
Arguably, the only reason that researchers do not complain
more vocally about this is that each of us has the secret shame
of a few unreviewed papers sitting in our offices that we
just have not gotten around to yet. Herein lies the seeming
paradox: while we cannot build parking lots for ourselves, the
community of researchers is itself responsible for the slow peer
review of its own papers. This article proposes and analyzes
a reputation based system that could expedite this process by
aligning the incentives of reviewers and the community.
In the next subsection, we touch briefly on related work
studying peer review and general peer-to-peer systems. Section I-B sketches the features of our proposed system to
incentivize timely peer-review. With the proposal in place,
a simplified mathematical model is described in Section II.
The analysis based on the model then proceeds in two stages.
1 Clark Kerr’s iconic 1957 remark [1] was that the alumni seem to care
mainly about athletics, the students mainly about sex, and the faculty mainly
about parking. To be realistic, the list of commonly aired complaints also
includes (in no particular order) how hard it is to get funding nowadays, how
we are all paid far too little in relation to our true worth, how students these
days are just not as strong as they were in the good old days, and how hard
it is to get a good job for our students/postdocs. This paper will have nothing
new to say about any of these other topics and the interested reader is referred
to any casual gathering of more than three faculty members.
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First, Section III shows how the proposed system can meet
the desired objectives of fairness to good scholarly citizens
by assuring them of timely reviews. Second, Section IV uses
a closely related model to argue how referee anonymity can
be preserved despite having public scores. Finally, Section V
concludes this article with some comments on the tension
between the two objectives.
A. Related Work
At first glance, the problem of peer review seems to be
a problem of incentive misalignment in the classic “tragedyof-the-commons” mold [2] — the pool of referee time is a
limited public resource (like a common grazing area) and thus
people inject more papers (cattle) than the system can stably
serve leading to delays. Peer review has been the subject of
numerous studies, but the space limitations restrict us from
doing complete justice to the literature here2 . (See [3]–[5]
for a survey of peer review in general.) The slowness of
peer-review is explicitly considered in the literature3 with
some even arguing that such delays serve as deterrents to
oversubmission (performing the role of a flow control signal
as in TCP) in the absence of any other credible deterrent
for such submissions [10]. However, the community has also
understood there is an undersupply of reviewing time and
explicit pricing mechanisms have been proposed using real
money4 [11], [12] as well as using non-cash tokens that
are earned by reviewing papers and spent by submitting
papers [10], [13]–[15]. Peer-pressure and status-consciousness
resulting from public reputations have also been discussed
[10].
2 As many point out, peer-review is surprisingly unstudied given how central
it is to our science-driven society. We suspect that a case can be made that
peer-review should join “law making” and “sausage making” on the list of
things that are best appreciated at a distance and should not be studied too
closely lest we and the public loose all faith in this imperfect human process.
3 It is clear that the trend is getting worse, and that a large part of the delay
is due also to requests for multiple revisions [6]. This is further interpreted
as a cultural shift in the community away from coarse but interesting papers
towards more polished papers [7]. It is also clear that reviews take a long time
as papers have gotten longer, but that paper-length is not enough to account
for this delay which primarily seems to come from the fact that it takes time
before a paper is even read [8], [9].
4 The surprise for economists is why the system has not already collapsed
without such cash payments since on the surface, the reviewer would derive no
private utility from reviewing. The answer has been to posit that the reviewer
cares about the quality of the journal for some idiosyncratic reason [11].

Another class of systems where nodes simultaneously consume and provide services are peer-to-peer systems in networking. In peer-to-peer systems, the problem of freeloaders
who can consume more resources than they “earn,” has been
long recognized and protocols like BitTorrent use explicit
bartering (tit-for-tat) based incentives to enforce cooperative
behavior [16]–[18] to some success within a single transfer.
Reputation systems [19]–[21] have become another important
topic of study in light of eBay’s success, and it is natural
to combine them with peer-to-peer systems to help create
incentives for sharing even across different file transfers [22]–
[24]. The tension between incentives and privacy has also been
addressed a bit within the file-sharing community, but more in
the context of ecash-like systems [25], [26] and Sybil attacks
that rely on potentially cheap identities.
The existing literature, however, does not seem to address
the potential tension between public reputations and the kind
of anonymity that is desired in the context of peer-reviews.
Since author identities and reputations for good work are
decidedly expensive, there is no need to fear Sybil attacks.
This makes the problem of scholarly peer review potentially
easier. Although there are some indications that anonymous
peer-review is not really necessary for quality purposes [27],
scholarly tradition favors it greatly. In peer-to-peer filesharing
systems, the true identity of a peer is already hidden behind
an IP address, and protecting the IP address of a peer does
not always arise as a social necessity5 .
Cash has the advantage of possibly motivating speedy
reviews and doing so without being public (bank accounts are
invisible). However, there are two major problems. The first
is budgetary: for the most part, we simply cannot afford to
pay enough to incentivize reviews.6 The second issue is more
subtle — by paying cash for reviews we run the real risk
of destroying the “moral sentiments” of researchers. Samuel
Bowles’ recent survey [29] reviews how experimental economics strongly indicates that introducing monetary incentives
often degrades higher ideals, sometimes irreversibly. With
cash out of the running, it seems natural to study a public
reputation based system. A diagnostic study of such nonfinancial incentives was recently conducted by the National
5 If anonymous peering is desired, the traditional solution would be to use an
anonymous routing strategy. Such systems have their own distinct problems
of reputations [28] that are again distinct from the ones in peer review. In
particular, for anonymity purposes, the system likes to have a lot of potentially
“free-loading” traffic within which to hide the truly secret traffic.
6 To get a quick sense of why this is, consider the IEEE Information Theory
society. It currently has a structural surplus of about $100K per year and
publishes roughly 1000 journal papers per year. Assuming that each needs
only two reviews, that gives $50 per review. This is clearly not enough to
motivate a behavior change. If authors were asked to pay a submission fee,
this would almost surely be paid out of grants. A reviewing fee large enough to
motivate behavior change — say matching consulting rates — would require
at least $500 per review and would result in significant transfers of money
from taxpayers to researchers that would not pass the “smell test.” It would
also raise problems with the educationally-useful practice of having graduate
students and postdocs help with the reviews. A decent faculty member would
then be compelled to share the reviewing money with the student. At this
point, the faculty member would have to file extra tax forms and/or the student
would have to deal with the taxes by treating this as self-employment. Would
this run afoul of visa restrictions? All this just isn’t practical.

Institute of Health (NIH) in the context of speeding up peer
review of grants [30].
B. Our proposed system
Our proposed system for peer review is built upon a few
basic hypotheses:
• Although it takes a nontrivial amount of time to perform
a thorough review of a paper, a significant portion of the
current delay in reviewing a paper is the time that elapses
before the paper even gets read properly.
• Human beings are more likely to meet commitments and
deadlines that are publicly proposed by themselves as
compared to those that are imposed by others.
• In practice, reviewing papers can be roughly divided into
two categories — “short-form reviews” that address the
clarity, style, novelty, and interest-level of the paper, and
“long-form reviews” that validate the correctness of the
mathematical results in some detail. Short-form reviews
take less time and are also more subjective. It is here
that the experience and wisdom of the referee play a
larger role. Long-form reviews are more objective in
nature typically involving the correctness verification of
technical contents.
At the heart of our proposal is a pair of centralized systems.
The first tracks the score or “reputation” of any given person.
The exact score will be made precise in the following section,
but the idea is that it decreases with every paper submission
and rises with every acceptable review. The score of each researcher is publicly available (in delayed or distorted versions),
and it quantifies the extent to which the person is a good
scholarly citizen who serves the community by performing
reviews commensurate with the load imposed. The scores of
students are clones of their respective faculty advisors’ scores
until they graduate, at which point they get their own identity.7
The second system is only semi-public. This allows a
researcher to offer a commitment for a long or short form
review. The commitment includes a starting date (at which
point the paper is available to the reviewer and will presumably
be read immediately) and an ending date (when the review
is due). Assuming that researchers precommit to the review
starting times based on their schedules, the length of this
period is likely to be small, possibly around two to three
weeks. The second system also maintains queues (a la Netflix)
for each researcher consisting of papers that await his/her
review. Papers are added to the queue by the editors in
response to an accepted request for a review and can be
removed at any time by either the reviewer or the editor. Papers
in the queue are prioritized by the average8 public scores of
the authors9 as read from the first system. At the beginning of
7 The purpose of this is clear — students will themselves partially reap the
rewards of the papers they help review as students in the form of a higher
score. It also creates another powerful incentive for faculty members to keep
a high score — to avoid disadvantaging your own students.
8 If a coauthor is the researcher’s student, it counts only as one person.
9 This provides another incentive to authors. If your score is low, you will
end up being less attractive as a coauthor.

a review slot, the system sends the highest priority paper to the
reviewer to read. There is also some indication to the editor
of the expected time-of completion for the currently queued
papers (subject of course to pre-emption by a higher priority
paper) of any reviewer. This allows the editors to balance the
delays across the different reviewers and out of self-interest,
effectively offer people papers to review in proportion to their
own desired number of papers to review.
Not every review request must be queued up within the
second system. It is intended mostly for long-form reviews.
Short-form reviews might very well be accommodated on
an interrupt basis and we believe that the existence of such
a system for getting long-form reviews might make editors
more comfortable in asking for short-form reviews.10 In the
following sections, we consider a mathematical abstraction for
such a system of long-form reviews and study the feasibility of
the system by addressing two key questions: Does the system
sufficiently incentivize the review process? Can the anonymity
of reviewers be preserved under a public reputation system?
II. M ATHEMATICAL M ODEL
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Fig. 1. Public Reputation based Review System. Queues correspond to the
prioritized queue maintained for each reviewer in the system.

Researchers Consider a pool of n researchers working in an
area. Researcher i submits papers for review at random times,
which we model as a point process Pi (t). The researcher
also maintains a precommitted review slot schedule, modeled
by a point process Ri (t). The points of Ri (t) represent the
starting times of the review slots. The review duration is
assumed to be a constant11 D. The review reception times of
papers submitted by researcher i is denoted by point process
Pi0 (t). Note that the reviews may not arrive in the same order
as the submitted papers.

indicator if the point corresponds to a submitted or reviewed
paper:

1 τi,k belongs to Ri (t)
Mk =
.
−1
o.w.
The score SiL (t) of researcher i is defined as:
SiL (t)

= αSi (τi,m ) +

m+L
1 X
Mj ,
L j=m+1

where τi,m+L ≤ t < τi,m+L+1 .

(1)

The coefficient α ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor for the
researchers’ past activities, and L is a strictly positive integer
that denotes the length (in ticks of the point process) of the
researcher’s current activity. If α = 0, then Si (t) measures
the (normalized) difference between number of submitted and
reviewed papers neglecting the researchers activities prior to
time τi,mi (t) .
Editor When a paper is submitted by researcher i for review,
the editor finds K researchers to review the paper. The
submitted papers are classified into a finite set of categories C,
based on the author12 , area of research and keywords. Given
the paper’s category and using the scores and earliest available
review times of all researchers, the editor sends requests to
other researchers until K affirmative responses are received13 .
For every submitted paper, the action of requests sent by the
editor and the corresponding researchers’ decisions to agree
or disagree are combined into the single probability mass
function {p(r) : r ⊂ {1, · · · , n}, |r| = K}, where p(r) is
the probability that the researchers in r have agreed to review
the paper. In general, the probability mass function {p(r)}
depends on the category of the paper, the scores of researchers
at time of submission, and the next available review slots of
researchers. In the subsequent analysis, we provide certain
conditions under which a review assignment can be termed
as “fair” to the pool of researchers.
The very purpose of quantifying the service of a researcher
is to incentivize the review process. If two papers are assigned
to a particular researcher for review, the system ensures that
the paper submitted by a researcher with higher priority is
always assigned to an earlier slot than the one submitted by a
lower-priority researcher.
III. I NCENTIVIZING THROUGH P UBLIC R EPUTATION :
S TABILITY AND D ELAY
A. Homogenous Poisson Researchers

Reputation/Score Based on the number of submitted and
reviewed papers, each researcher has a time varying score that
quantifies his/her service in the system. Specifically, we define
a marked point process {τi,k , Mk } where τi,k is the union of
points of the processes Pi (t) and Ri (t). The marker is an

In order to gain insights about the functioning of such
a reputation based system, we analyze the special case of
a homogenous researcher pool, where all researchers have
perfectly aligned interests, and every submitted paper is a

10 Furthermore, useful unsolicited reviews of the preprints that appear on
arXiv.org can also be given credit by the associate editors. This has the benefit
of giving people some amount of proactive control over their scores without
having to wait to be asked for a review.
11 Constant review times are used merely for ease of presentation; our results
can be extended to any delay distribution with bounded support.

12 For the purpose of avoiding conflicts-of-interest and self-review, the
author’s identity is required to determine the appropriate reviewers.
13 In reality, once a system like the one proposed is available, it might
make sense to have some redundancy in the system by asking more than K
reviewers and then removing the paper from their queues once enough reviews
are received. For simplicity, we do not consider this case here.

single author paper in an identical area of study. In this case,
C = {1, · · · , n}, and every paper submitted by researcher i
belongs to category i. In general, the submission rates of researchers would be in an uncountable subspace of the positive
reals. However, for analytical purposes, we consider a finite
set of possible submission rates, and we divide researchers
into a finite number of groups, such that all researchers in
a group have identical paper submission rates. Let G be the
total number of groups, and all researchers in group g submit
papers according to independent Poisson processes of rate λg .
Let {Rg ⊂ {1, · · · , n} : g = 1, · · · , G} denote the partition
of researchers into the corresponding groups. We model the
prespecified review slot schedule Ri (t) of researcher i to be
an independent Poisson processes of rate µi .
B. Publication Stability under Priority Assignments
At any given time t, the papers submitted by researchers to
the editor that have not yet been reviewed, can be treated as
a set of queues. Let Qi (t) denote the length of the queue
containing papers submitted by researcher i, but not yet
reviewed.
Definition 1: We define a researcher i to have publication
stability if and only if the queue Qi (t) is stable.
The score, as defined in (1), is highly time-varying for any
finite T , and since the review assignment is a function of
the score, the system of queues would exist in a perpetually
transient mode. To facilitate mathematical analysis of stability,
we consider the steady-state score defined as:
Si (t) =

lim

α→0,L→∞

SiL (t).

We assume an infinitely backlogged system, or in other
words, every researcher always has a paper to review. For
the pool of homogenous Poisson researchers, the steady state
score for would then be given by the difference between their
review and submission rates, normalized by the rate of the
i
joint process: Si (t) = µµii −λ
+λi . Note that this would be the
score had the authors been awarded points for review slots
rather than completed reviews. Since Si (t) thus defined is a
one-one function of the ratio µλii irrespective of time t, for
the reminder of the stability analysis, we shall use Si0 = µλii
to denote the score of researcher i.
Fairness in Review Assignment Since the choice of agreeing
to review a paper is a researcher’s prerogative, we consider
a probabilistic model where reviewers are assigned independent of the next available slot times. In the special case of
homogenous researchers with steady state scores, we consider
the class of review assignment functions of the form fE :
Rn ×Rn ×C → Pn,K , where Pn,K is the simplex of probability
mass functions over cardinality K subsets of reviewers. If
the list of scores S = {s1 , · · · , sn }, the list of review
slot rates M = {µ1 , · · · , µn }, then fE (S, M, i) = {p(r)}
is the probability that the paper of category i is assigned
to researchers in r. The review assignment function should
depend on the rates and scores in a manner that would ensure
“fairness” in distribution of papers – as long as a researcher

performs reviews commensurate to the submission rate, then
his/her queue should be stable.
Specifically, we define a review assignment function fE
to be a fair review assignment if all researchers with scores
greater than or equal to K have publication stability.
Theorem 1: In a homogenous Poisson pool of n rek
searchers, let S10 > S20 > · · · Sn0 . Define FE
as the set of all
review assignment functions fE that satisfy the following
criS
teria. Let fE (i, S, M)} = {pi (r)} and Rkg = Rg {1, · · · , k}.
1. For every i ≤ k,
X
pi (r) = 1.
r⊆{1,··· ,k}

2. For every i ≤ k, i ∈ g
X
λg |Rkg |
µj
P
.
pi (r) = PG
k
µl
0
l≤k,l6=i,l∈Rk
g 0 =1 |Rg 0 |λg
g
r⊆{1···k}:j∈r
3. For every i > k
X

µ
λg |Rg |
P j .
pi (r) ≤ PG
l6=i µl
g 0 =1 |Rg |λg
r⊆{1···k}:j∈r

If m = arg max{i : Si0 ≥ K} > 1. and |Rm
g | ≥ 2, then any
m
fE ∈ FE
is a fair review assignment.
Proof: Refer to the Appendix.

The above theorem states that there is a class of review
assignments that guarantee fairness to researchers. The criteria
that define the class of review assignment can be explained
intuitively. First, the papers submitted by researchers who
review commensurately with their submission rate, are only
reviewed by those with a substantial review rate. Second,
the group of a reviewer is first chosen with a probability
proportional to the net arrival rate in that group. Within the
group, the paper is assigned to a reviewer with a probability
proportional to his/her standing in the group.
The strategy of assigning papers of the safe (Si0 ≥ K)
researchers within their pool is a conservative strategy that
is sufficient for fairness. In general, since the review rates of
some researchers would be higher than K, this pool of stable
researchers can be expanded to include some lucky researchers
whose scores are barely enough to share the demands of
the high-scoring researchers, and can stand to benefit from
the altruism of those researchers. Using the same class of
review assignments from Theorem 1, the following theorem
characterizes the size of this expanded stable researcher pool,
and also provides the condition for instability.
Theorem 2: In a homogenous Poisson pool of n researchers, let S10 > S20 > · · · Sn0 and let the number of groups
M∗
G = 1. Under any review assignment in FE
where
M ∗ = arg max{m :

m−1
X
i=1

1
≤ K},
j=1 Sj − Si

Pm

(2)

all researchers in {1, · · · , M ∗ } have publication stability. A
researcher i would not have publication stability if:
X
K
4
i ≥ U ∗ = arg min{k : Sk ≤
−
Si }.
PM ∗
1 − i=1 (P M ∗KS )−S i6=k
i=1

j

i

Although the minimum score required by a homogenous
pool of researchers for guaranteed stability is K, one of the
key incentives for increasing the score beyond the minimum
is reducing the delay in receiving reviews. As the score of a
researcher increases, his/her submitted papers are given higher
priority at every reviewer’s queue thereby reducing the overall
delay in review reception. The following theorem characterizes
mathematically the delays faced by researchers in the safe pool
as a function of all their scores.
Theorem 3: In a stable pool of researchers {1, · · · , M ∗ },
0
with scores S10 > S20 · · · > SM
∗ , the average delay incurred
∗
by researcher k ≤ M (when K = 1) is given by:


X
1
1


Dk = P
Pk−1
0
1 − j=1 P k 1S 0 −S 0
i6=k,i≤m Si λ i6=k,i≤M ∗
l=1 l
j


1
.
(3)
×
Pk−1
1
1 − j=1 P k S 0 −S 0 − P 1 S 0
l
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Fig. 2. a) Delay versus score in a safe pool: λ = 1 review/6 months, µ
ranges from 1 review/3 months to 1 review/20 months. b) Delay of group of
researchers as their scores jointly decrease.

IV. A NONYMITY IN A P UBLIC R EPUTATION S YSTEM

C. Why Increase Score: Delay Reduction

l=1

of researchers increase or decrease their scores, consider the
application of Theorem 3 to the following example. Consider a
stable pool of M researchers who submit papers at the rate of
1 paper every six months, and each paper is to be reviewed by
K = 1 reviewer. Let M
2 researchers precommit to review slots
at the rate of once every 4 months, while the other half commit
at a rate µ less than once every 4 months. Then Figure 2.b
plots the delays of the high priority (very safe) and low priority
researchers as µ1 increases to the fair six-month threshold and
beyond.

Average Delay

Proof: Refer to the Appendix.

M∗
Note that due to the definition of FE
, the stable pool
of researchers {1, · · · , M ∗ } in Theorem 2 are guaranteed
publication stability irrespective of the scores of researchers
{M ∗ + 1, M ∗ + 2, · · · , n}. This safe pool contains some
researchers who review fewer than K papers per submitted
paper and yet have stability. Theorem 2 effectively divides the
pool of researchers into four categories. The highest category
of researchers are the safe researchers whose score exceeds
K. As long as this pool is large enough, these researchers are
guaranteed stability irrespective of what the actual scores of
the researchers are. The next category are the lucky researchers
who barely meet the criteria to enter the safe pool although
their scores do not exceed K. These researchers are vulnerable
to be removed from the safe pool if the scores of higher
researchers decrease toward the safe threshold of K. Since
the threshold for instability may not always be equal to
M ∗ + 1, some researchers who do not have a sufficient score
to enter the safe pool, might still be stable if there are enough
residual slots in the system to guarantee their stability. These
researchers belong to the category of freeloaders who are
vulnerable to become unstable if the score of any researcher
reduces. The last category is that of unstable researchers who
face an unbounded delay in receiving reviews.

l6=k,l≤m

l

Proof: Since the arrival and service times are exponentially
distributed, the delay is a straightforward application of standard results in prioritized queuing systems, where an M/M/1
queue serves two arrival processes with different priorities. 
By scheduling review slots at a higher rate, any researcher
can increase his/her score beyond the prevalent high score
to be guaranteed highest priority and as a result, obtain the
minimum possible delay in the system. This is evident from
Figure 2.a, where the delay of a researcher is tracked as
his/her score increases in a fixed pool of researchers. To
further understand the benefit of higher scores when a group

The proposed public reputation system provides additional
information to authors about the activity of researchers at
different points in time. This additional information obtained
through submission and review reception times can be
used to ascertain, or at the least narrow down, the set of
possible reviewers for any particular paper. For example, if
the proposed system updates the scores of reviewers (which
are available in the public domain) instantaneously upon
reception of a completed review, the identities fo all reviewers
can be determined perfectly. Theorefore, unless the scores
of reviewers are “distorted”, no anonymity is achievable in
the system. In this work, we study the achievable anonymity
in a system where the scores of reviewers are allowed to be
updated after a bounded delay.
Author as Eavesdropper Every author observes the processes
{Pi (n), Pi0 (n), Si (n)} which are time-discretized versions14
of the processes {Pi (t)}, {Pi0 (t)} and {SRi (t)} respectively
nT
from Figure 1. In other words, Xi (n) = nT −T Xi (t)µ(dt).
We assume that an author who is serious about determining
the identity of a reviewer would monitor these quantities for
the entire duration of operation of the system. The authors
know the probability distribution of assigning reviewers,
and the (possibly random) strategy used in updating the
scores of reviewers, but are unaware of the realization of the
randomnesses involved.
14 From a practical perspective, when arXiv entries, websites or journal
footnotes are the sources of information, these quantities are indeed observable
only in slots.

Score Updation: For a given delay constraint N , consider a
deterministic strategy where scores of reviewers are updated
periodically every N time slots. The author, therefore, is
aware of the total number of reviews performed by each
researcher within (periodic) N −slot windows.
Anonymity A key source of information to the authors
is the order in which completed reviews are received. To
understand this idea, consider a simple scenario where all
researchers have identical scores which are high enough that
every submitted paper gets reviewed in negligible time, and
the order of reception of reviews is identical to the order of
submission. Then, as the delay N in score updation increases,
the number of reviews performed by each researcher would be
nearly the same, thereby providing maximum anonymity. In
general, the order of review reception does provide information
about reviewer identities. However, as will be demonstrated
in the subsequent discussion and simulations, this information
becomes negligible as the updation delay increases.
paper submission process P (n) =
S Consider the joint
Pi (n). For the j th paper in P (n), let qj (r) be the aposteriori probability that paper j was reviewed by the subset of
researchers r. The aposteriori probability is computed based on
the complete observation of the author. Let Γj be the entropy:
X
Γj = −
qj (r) log qj (r).
(4)
r⊂{1···n},|r|=K

We define the anonymity A(N ) provided by the system is:
PJ
j=1 Γj
.
A(N ) = lim inf
(5)
J→∞ J log n
K

The normalization in (5) ensures that the anonymity lies
in [0, 1]. A(N ) = 0 implies that all reviewers are perfectly
identified by every author, while A(N ) = 1 implies that for
every paper, the set of reviewers are equally likely to be any
K−length subset of researchers.
The observations of the authors can be divided into independent cycles in time, where each cycle of observation begins
when the first paper arrives into a system of empty queues
(after an idle period of N slots), and the cycle ends when all
queues are empty again for a period of N slots. For Poisson
processes, the arrival and departure processes within different
cycles are iid and it suffices to consider the observation within
a generic cycle. Our goal is to demonstrate the efficacy of
the simple delayed updation strategy, and for that purpose
we focus on the scenario when each paper is assigned one
reviewer (K = 1). It is intuitive that if K > 1, the reviewers
can only have higher anonymity.
Let np be the number of papers that arrived in a cycle,
and let Tp = {tp1 , · · · , tpnp } be the arrival slots of the papers
(wlog, t1 = 0) within the cycle. Let C = {c1 , · · · , cnp } denote
the categories of the papers that arrived during the cycle. Let
Tr = {tr1 , · · · , trnp } be the review reception slots of the papers
within the cycle. We know that the updation slots are periodic,
although an updation slot may not coincide with the start of a

cycle. At each updation slot, the author observes an n−length
vector containing the present scores of the n researchers. Let
U = {u1 , · · · , unu } be the set of update vectors observed
during the cycle. Therefore, the total observation of the author
during the cycle is Y = {Tp , Tr , u, c}, based on which the
aposteriori probability of a paper being assigned to a reviewer
can be computed as follows.
Let L(Tr |Tp , R) be the likelihood that review reception
times equal Tr given the arrival times of papers Tp and the
reviewer assignment is R = {r1 , r2 , · · · , rn } (ri denotes the
identity of the reviewer for paper i). Let w(i, R) = sup{j :
j < i, rj = ri }. Then, L(Tr |Tp , R) =
( Q


n
p r
r
g̃
t
−
max(t
,
t
)
tri ≥ max(tpi , trw(i,R) )∀i
i
i w(i,R)
i=1
0
o.w.
where g̃ is the discrete-time approximation of the distribution
of “inter-review” times:

D
λe−µ(k−d T eT (1 − e−µT ) k − d D
T e ≥ 0, .
(6)
g̃(k) =
0
otherwise
Note that every realization of the pair Tr , R would correspond to a unique sequence of updates U. Therefore,

L(Tr |Tp , R) Tr , R, U consistent
r
p
L(T |T , R, U) =
0
otherwise
Using the above equation, the aposteriori probability that
paper i was assigned to reviewer j is given by
qi (j)

= L(ri = j|Tr , Tp , U, C)
P
Q
r
p
R:ri =j (L(T |T , R, U) ( i pi (ri )))
P
Q
,
=
r
p
R (L(T |T , R, U) ( i pi (ri )))

where pi (ri ) is the probability that a paper of category ci
is assigned to reviewer ri (obtained from fE , see Section
III). The conditional entropy and the anonymity can then be
computed using (4) and (5).
Using the derived expressions, we use simulations to
demonstrate the gain in anonymity due to delayed updation.
Specifically, consider a system where the total arrival rate of
papers are according to Poisson process of rate λ. For ease of
computation, we assume that each paper is reviewed by one
of 2 reviewers, neither of whom are authors of any submitted
paper.15 Researchers commit to review slots according to
Poisson processes of equal rate µ. The probability that any
paper is assigned to researcher 1 for review is given by
pi (1) = p∀i. From M/M/1 queue analysis, we know that
1
. Hence,
the length of cycles grows exponentially with 2µ−λ
for computational purposes, we divide the cycle into timeperiods of length N 0 slots, and mandate that the review
reception times of papers that arrived within each N 0 slot time
period fall within the same time-period (by suitably advancing
review slots that cross over). Further, let the updation delay
N be an integral multiple of N 0 . While this truncation only
15 Note that in reality, the pool of reviewers would be much larger than 2,
and this represents the bare minimum required for any positive anonymity to
be achieved in a public reputation system.

approximates the original system, it is easy to see that as
N 0 , N increase, the difference in sample paths of the truncated
and original systems becomes negligible.
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Fig. 3. a) Anonymity versus updation delay: λ = 4/N 0 , 2µ = 5/N 0 ,
N 0 = 500. b) Anonymity versus Score: λ = 4, N 0 = 500.

Figure 3.a plots the anonymity as a function of the ratio
N/N 0 . This ratio represents the number of independent windows of observation between two successive score updates
by the system. The anonymity increases with the increase
in updation delay, and approaches the apriori entropy based
purely on the review assignment probabilities. That the apriori
entropy is an upper bound is immediately obvious, as the
entropy conditioned on the observations is always less than
the unconditional entropy (without having observed the score
updates). Figure 3.b shows that anonymity increases as the
review rates increase. The intuitive argument is that as review
rates increase, there is less chance of completed reviews arriving out of order, which reduces the information available to the
authors. This behaviour suggests that increasing anonymity is
an additional incentive for researchers to have higher scores.
V. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
This article has explored a way to incentivize good scholarly
citizenship in the context of peer review — authors should
review papers commensurate with the number of papers that
they submit. To do this, a system of public reputations for
authors has been proposed in combination with a peer-review
system that gives a higher priority to authors who have
reviewed relatively more papers. A crude analysis of the
system shows that this indeed incentivizes reviewing to the
extent that authors care about the reviewing delays that their
papers experience. To maintain the anonymity of the reviewers,
we argue that the scores should be distorted in some way. In
this abstract, the process was distorted by sample-and-holding
it at a slow enough rate. However, we have not analyzed
the possible tension between this distortion and the author’s
desire for guaranteed low delay. This would probably require a
transient analysis to complement the steady-state calculations
here. We suspect that the distortion would cause authors to
want to overprovision reviews slots to a small extent to give
themselves a “safety margin.”

in {1, · · · , m}, there are at least 2 researchers from each
group g (groups with 0 researchers in the pool are precluded).
Without loss of generality, let researcher 1 belong to group
1. Then, researcher 1 will have publication stability iff the
virtual queues at every researcher in {2, · · · , m} containing
only researcher 1s papers is stable under a review assignment
m
in FAE
. Let Qi,j denote the queue at researcher j containing
only researcher i’s papers. Consider any k ∈ {2, · · · , m}.
The arrival process of researcher 1’s papers into researcher
k’s queue is a Poisson process, specifically, a thinned version
of
P the λ1 process with the thinning coefficient given by
S⊆{2,··· ,m}:k∈S p1 (S). Since researcher 1 has the highest
priority, Qi,k will be stable iff the arrival rate of researcher
1 is less than the slot rate at researcher k. Let gi denote the
group of researcher i and let

gj 6= gi
|Rkgj |
k
Ii,j =
|Rkgi | − 1 gj = gi
We divide this analysis into two cases depending on whether
researcher k belongs to group g1 = 1 or not. If researcher k
belongs to group 1, then Q1,k is stable iff
λ 1 K PG

g=2

A. Proof of Theorem 1
0
0
Let S10 > S20 > · · · > Sm
> K > Sm+1
> · · · Sn0 be
the scores of the n researchers. According to the condition,

µk

λg |Rg | +

m
λ1 I1,k

which is true if:
X

k
i∈Ii,k

P

m
i∈Ii,k

µi

≤ µk

k
λ1 Ii,k

µi ≥ Kλ1 PG

g=2

m
λg |Rm
g | + λ1 (|R1 | − 1)

.

Since µi ≥ Kλ1 for all i ∈ Rk1 and |I1,k | = |Rm
1 | − 1,
researcher 1 will have publication stability if
m
λ1 I1,k

PG

g=2

Hello
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m
λ1 Ii,k

m
λg |Rm
g | + λ1 (|Rg1 | − 1)

≤ 1,

which is true. If researcher k belongs to group l 6= 1, then
k
k
by Il,k
in the
by replacing λ1 (|Rg1 | − 1) by λl |Rgl | and I1,k
above argument, the proof follows.
Any researcher in s ∈ {2, · · · , m} will have publication
stability if ∀k ≤ m:
s−1
m
λg λg I m
µk
µ
µk X λgs λgk Ii,k
P s k s,k
P
P
P k
≤
.
−
m
m
µi
µj
K i=1 g λg |Rg | j∈Rm
g λg |Rg |
i∈Rm
g
g
k

k

We know that

∀i, k, P

m
λgk Ii,k

j∈Rm ,j6=i µj

≤

gk

1
.
K

Therefore, queue Qs,k would be stable if
s
X
j=1

λ gj
≤ 1.
m
g λg |Rg |

P



B. Proof of Theorem 2
1. When G = 1, all researchers have identical paper
submission rates λ. We know from the previous proof that
if the number of researchers with score greater than K is at
least 2, then the stable researcher pool is non-empty. It is easy
to see that showing M ∗ ≥ i is equivalent to every pair of
queues Qi,j , Qj,i being stable; every researcher j < i has a
higher priority than i, and hence encounters a higher service
rate than i at researchers k < i. Further, due to the prioritized
and proportionate reviewer assignment, if Qi,j is stable then
the sets of queues {Qk,j : k ≤ i} and {Qi,k : k ≤ j} are
all stable. Therefore, to determine if i is an element of the
stable pool, it is sufficient to consider the stability conditions
of queues Qi,i−1 , Qi−1,i . Queue Qi,i−1 is stable iff:
i−2
X
µi−1
µi−1
+ λK
λK Pi−1
Pi
j=1 µj
j=1 µj − µs
s=1

iff

i
X

1

s=1,s6=i−1

Pi

0
j=1 Sj

−

Ss0

≤ µi−1
≤

1
.
K

Pi
1
.
Similarly Qi−1,i is stable iff s=1,s6=i−1 P i 1S 0 −S 0 ≤ K
s
j=1 j
Since the scores are strictly decreasing, it is easily shown that
this condition subsumes condition (7). Furthermore, since the
conditions are necessary and sufficient, the definition of M ∗
in the theorem represents the stable pool of researchers. 
2. According to the review assignment, the papers submitted
by every researcher outside the stable researcher pool is
proportionately assigned to all possible reviewers. Due to
the proportionate assignment, and the fact that the size of
the stable pool is determined by exhausting the slots of
high-scoring researchers, the stability criterion that would be
violated for researcher k > M ∗ would correspond to a queue
Qk,j where j ≤ M ∗ . Qk,j would be unstable iff:
∗

k−1
M
X
X
µj
µj
−
> µj −
λ Pn
PM ∗
i=1 µi − µk
∗
l=1 µl − µi
i=1

i=M +1

Since µi > µi+1 ∀i, the above inequality holds if

k − M ∗ −1
1
Pn
.
PM ∗
0−S >1−
S
k
1 − l=1 µl − µi
i=1 i

Rearranging terms,the theorem is proved.

µ
Pn j

l6=i

µl
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